In this document, prime numbers are related as functions over time, mimicking the Sieve of Eratosthenes. For this purpose, the mathematical representation is a uni-dimentional time line depicting the number line for positive natural numbers N , where each number n represents a time t. In the same way as the Eratosthenes' sieve, which iteratively mark as composite the multiples of each prime, starting at each prime. This dynamical prime number function P(s) zero-cross all composite numbers departing from primes, following a linear progression over time. Moreover, this dynamical prime number function is then modified to zero-cross only odd composite numbers from odd primes, in order to attack the weak Goldbach conjecture in a non-conventional way, which do not rely directly in trying to add prime numbers. Instead, the main goal is to depict the set of odd numbers bigger than one, with the set of odd primes. Thus, by representing the set of odd numbers bigger than one, every combinatorial sum of three odd prime numbers will result in every odd number bigger than 7.
Introduction
The sieve of Eratosthenes is a simple algorithm for finding all prime numbers up to any given limit. It iteratively mark as composite the multiples of each prime, starting from that prime [1] .
Basically, this sieve algorithm requires the list of numbers upto a limit z, in order to mark as composite all prime multiples, starting from p = 2, and leaving without mark prime numbers. Likewise, this list structure, in our dynamical representation, is arranged as a time line, describing points as times over a one-dimensional line uniformly separated, starting from zero and ending at an infinite time. Thus, each time t is depicted as a number n, correlating both variables, n = t. In order to develop the dynamical Eratosthenes' sieve, the algorithm must become dynamical, a function over time from its initial prime values. Hence, the dynamical sieve must include a starting point and a periodic function, mimicking the iteratively marking of composite numbers by instantaneously zero-cross all multiples of primes, starting from prime times. Consequently, the dynamical function includes two terms. The first term, p, represents the starting point of each prime function, at prime times. The second term includes the sine periodic function, sin(1/p), representing the continuation in time of the prime periods (1/p).
Dynamical Prime Number Function P(s)
Prime numbers are the building blocks of the positive integers, this was shown by Euler in his proof of the Euler product formula for the Riemann zeta function, Euler came up with a version of the sieve of Eratosthenes, better in the sense that each number was eliminated exactly once [2] . Unlike Eratosthenes' sieve which strikes off multiples of primes it finds from the same sequence, Euler's sieve works on sequences progressively culled from multiples of the preceding primes [3] .
However, in the proposed dynamical sieve, due to the inclusion of a periodic function, the sieve works instantaneously from its starting primes p to ∞. And by following a linear progression, prime numbers are decoded, while composite numbers are encoded over time by this dynamical prime number function P (s) [4] .
At each time n s > 1, for s > 0, the function P(s) evaluates if the number in consideration has been zero-cross or not. If a number n s has not been zero-cross, then the number is a prime p s , this process we called prime decoding. While, if a number n s has been zero-cross, then the number is composite, meaning that a previous prime or primes p s has been decoded and this zero-cross is a multiple of such prime or primes, this process we called composite encoding. Once a prime number p s is decoded, the function P(s) start the expansion of the prime p s into its multiples, zero-crossing composite numbers and decoding primes by leaving intact the time line at prime times p s , as shown in figure 2.
The process is as follows:
Starting at time p s = 2 s the function P(s)= 2 s + sin 
white squares zero-cross represent composite numbers; white squares zero-cross by only P (s) for p s = 2 s (red color) represents numbers power of two 2 sm , for m > 1. At time p s = 3 s no zero-cross occur. Therefore, the function P(s)= 3 s + sin At time p s = 7 s no zero-cross occur. Thus, the function P(s)= 7 s + sin At time n s = 9 s a zero-cross occur from the function P(s)= 3 s + sin 
Figure 3. P(s)=2
+ 3 s + sin 1 3 s + 5 s + sin 1 5 s + 7 s + sin 1 7 s + 11 s + sin 1 11 s zero-cross multiples of 2 s , 3 s , 5 s , 7 s and 11 s . In red p s = 11 s .
Dynamical Prime Number Function P(s) and the Euler product
The Dynamical Prime Number Function P(s) expand the primes into its multiples, to extract next primes, by zero-cross (mark) prime multiples as composite numbers similar to the Sieve of Eratosthenes [5] . Furthermore, the Dynamical Prime Number Function have a close relation to the Euler product.
Proposition 2.1.
By representing each time t from the time line as a Riemann zeta function fraction
The Dynamical Prime Number function P (s) for p s = 2 s will result in the Riemann's zeta 
And the numbers from (1 − 
Where by taking out the zero-cross numbers, only possible primes remain in the time line. The P (s) for p = {2, 3} equals (1 − 
Proof. The function P (s) will continue decoding primes and zero-cross (encoding) composite numbers, along the time line. Thus, the continuation in time of the function P (s) can be defined in terms of the Riemanns zeta function ζ(1). Where, for each prime time p s , its continuation in time is the expansion of the prime into its multiples, similar to the sine function when only zero-cross are taken into account, for s > 0.
Dynamical Weak Goldbach's Conjecture
The dynamical prime number function P (s) takes into account all even and odd primes. If taking out of consideration P (s), when p s = 2 s , for s > 0, the zero-cross composite numbers change, excluding only powers of two
In order to depict the set of odd positive integers bigger than one, n Furthermore, from the function P odd (s), for p s > 2 s , odd multiples of odd primes may be zero-cross by more than one odd prime function, meaning that an odd prime number may be used more than once in the same summation, similar to the method Goldbach's numbers are obtained.
Proof. Let s = 1.
Let a zero-cross be represented as a point where the sign of the function changes from positive to negative.
Let a zero-cross over the time line represent a time t.
Let times t represent numbers n, so n = t.
Starting at p = 3, the function P odd (s) p={3} = 3 + sin zero-crosses odd multiples of 3, while the maximum value of the function exist at even multiples of 3, as shown in figure 8.
At time p = 5 no zero-cross occur. Therefore, the function P odd (s) p={5} = 5 + sin At time p = 7 no zero-cross occur. Thus, the function P odd (s) p={7} = 7 + sin zero-cross odd multiples of p = 3, p = 5, p = 7 and p = 11. In black p = 3, p = 5, p = 7, in blue p = 11.
At time p = 11 no zero-cross occur. Thus, the function P odd (s) p={11} = 11 + sin It was shown previously that the dynamical prime number function P(s) will zero-cross the entire set of composite numbers, starting at each prime time p s . Moreover, by only taking into account the odd primes, p s > 2 s , the zero-cross numbers exclude only powers of two, 2 m , for m > 1, from the set composite numbers. Nevertheless, to only zero-cross odd times with the dynamical prime number function P (s), equation (2), the period of the function must be doubled as stated in the modified dynamical prime number function P odd (s), equation (8) .
In order to demonstrate the weak Goldbach conjecture, first, let's modify the conjecture as a dynamical system, where a zero-cross indicates a time t, the conjecture states: "Every odd time t greater than 7 will be zero-cross by the sum of three odd dynamical prime number functions P odd (s)". (An odd dynamical prime number function P odd (s) can be used more than once in the same summation).
Thus, if the function P odd (s) for p s > 2 s , when s = 1, is able to zero-cross all odd composite numbers from odd primes, then P odd (s) is able depict odd numbers bigger than one n odd>1 .
Due that times t represent numbers n, and the dynamical prime number function P (s) represent prime numbers p s and its continuation in time, sin( 1 p s ) for P (s) and sin( 1 2p s ) for P odd (s). If taking out of the equation the continuation in time, P (s) and P odd (s) are represented as prime numbers.
The weak Goldbach's conjecture states: "Every odd number n greater than 7 can be expressed as the sum of three odd primes p > 2". (An odd prime p > 2 may be used more than once in the same sum.)
